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Predicting' function from sequence using computational tools is a highly
complicated procedure that is generally done for each gene individually.
This review focuses on the added value that is provided by completely
sequenced genomes in function prediction. Variouslevels of sequence
annotation and function prediction are discussed, raneing from genomic
sequence to that of complexcellular processes. Protern function is currently best described in the context of molecular interactions. In the near
future itwill be possible to predict protein function in the context of
higher order processes such as the regulation of gene expression, metabolic pathwaysand
signalling cascades. The analysis of such higher
levels of function description uses, besides the information from completely sequenced genomes, also the additional information from proteomics
and expression data. The final goal will be to elucidate the mapping
between genotype and phenotype.
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Genomes and function prediction
Prediction of protein function usingcomputational tools becomes more and more important
as the gap between the increasing amountof
sequences and the experimental characterization of
the respective proteins widens (Bork & Koonin,
1998; Smith, 1998).Withthe availability of complete genomes we face a new quality in the prediction process (Table 1)as context information can be
utilized when analysing particular sequences. This
review focuses on theaddedvalue
of genomic
information on the many steps of function prediction from genomic sequence. Thefirst reports on
completely sequenced genomes give an excellent
overview of theevolving state of the art in the analyses of particular genomes(Fleischmann et a].,
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1995; Fraser et nl., 1995,1998; Himmelreich et a].,
1996; Goffeau et al., 1996;Kaneko
et al., 1996
Blather ef al., 1997; Tomb et al., 1997; Kunst et al.,
1997; Bult et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1997; Klenk et a].,
1997). In addition, there are numerous reviews that
touch on the extraction of functional features from
sequence (e.g.Bork ef al., 1994; Andrade et al.,
1997; Koonin & Galparin, 1997; Bork & Koonin,
1998), but very few reviews have been published
that systematically summarize the additional information for function prediction that is provided by
the presence of entirely sequenced genomes (original papers e.g. by Mushegian & Koonin, 1996a,b;
Himmelreich ef al., 1997; Koonin ef: al., 1997;
Tatusov et al., 1996,1997; Huynen & Bork, 1998;
Huynen et al., 1997, 1998a; Dandekar et a]., 1998b).
What is function?
"Function" is a very looselydefined term that
only makes sense in context. Most current efforts
aim at predicting protein function,but there are
other types of function, e.g. RNA function or organelle function, that also need to he explored. Even
to describe "protein function" requires a broad
range of attributes and features (Figure 1). Molecular features such as enzymatic activity, interaction
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Table I. Added features from complete genome analysis for function prediction
&?~OIttr

sprc$c pnttrnrs

Feature:

Usage
Feature:
Usage

111

--

\

the DNA nnd their usugr in grnonw ntmotation

Genomespecific (po1y)nucleotidefrequencies, codon usage
Identification of genes
Identification of recent horizontal gene hansfea into the genome
Genornespecific signal sequences like regulatory regions, promotors
Gene
identification, identification of the mode of regulation of genes, reguiatory regions in mRNA,
specification of the boundaries of genes
-, Operon identification

-

.

. . :-?.
I

usup qf the complrte set ofymes in u genome nnd compnrntive yenome andysis
Feature:
The finding of orthologs by comparative genome analysis
Narrowing down the function of a gene
Usage
+ Identification of (conserved) regulatory signals neighbouxing the ortholopes
Corwrved genome organization
Feature:
Genes in a conserved dusters have related functions, show physical interaction
Usage
Differential genome analysis
Feature:
IdentScation of the functions that are absent from a genome
Usage
-P
If an orthologous gene is absent, but the function is present, missing genes point either to a wrong
annotation or a non-orthologous gene bansfer
Identification of the functions that are specific to a genome, and might be responsible for the species'
specific phenotype, delineation of the mapping between genotype and phenotype
-c Correlation in the pattern of occurrence of genes in the comparison of multiple genomes points to
h c t i 0 ~ relations
1
between the genes
Featuie:
Complek list of detected gene sequences
Usage
+ Identlfylng the optimal candidate gene in the whole genome for an observed enzymatic activity
Various types of pattern and (context) information that become available with the analysis of the complete genome can be used
for function prediction at "lower levels", e.g. in the prediction of the function of single genes.

-

-.

-

partners, and pathway context are currently being
predicted,but only qualitatively. Expression patterns, .regulation, kinetic properties, localization
'and concentration effects and, even more so, dysfunctions, environmental influence, fitness contribution or dinical symptoms can currently hardly
be predicted. There is furthennore a relatively poor
knowledge of the mechanisms of posttranslational
modifications (Esko & Zhang, 1996). For example,
although some sequence patterns for preferred glycolysation sites are known, the prediction accuracy
is s a limited and the assi,onment does not include
the kind of sugar or carbohydrate that is attached,
so that most of the functional features of the
respective proteins will remain hidden.
Tne main goal will be to bridge the gap between
genotype and phenotype (Figure 2), Le.to understand the genotype to a degree that the phenotypic
features canbe
predicted: What are the genes
responsible for a certain disease phenotypeand
which proteins of the respective pathway (or an
alternative one) are the best targets for a drug to
be developed,or which variations atthe DNA
level are best suited for the respective diagnostics?
Which genes have to be changed to achieve a
desired phenotype? To answer such questions in a
more general way, one needsa detailed understanding of the function of higher order processes,
including the complex interaction between
the
heritable part of the phenotype and the environment. This willrequire a whole battery of novel
types of experimental data with appropriate bioinformatics support.
Nevertheless, it is important to extract as much
information as possible from sequence data using

.

thealready availabie (and inexpensive) computational tools to guide experimental work.
\.

Functional prediction for gene products
by
annotation transfer from homologous sequences

When homologues of a query are identified in a
database search (Bork & Gibson, 1996), the a
n
n
*
tated information of the homologue and the taxonomic,
biochemical
and/or molecular-biological
context of the query protein are used to extrapolate
possible structural and functional features of the
query protein. This approach has proven extremely
successful although, from a formal point of view
the hypotheses generated must be experimentally
verified (Eisenhaber et d., 1995). The information
transfer from well-studied proteins to uncharacterked gene products has to be done carefully since
(i) a similar sequence does not always imply similar protein structure (Sander tk Scheider, 1991) or
function (in particular in important details such as
recognition loops)and (ii)the annotation of the
databaseprotein
might be incomplete or even
wrong.
Often (particularly in the case of automatic prediction programs), the function is transferred from
anothermember in a multigene family, butnot
exactly from the functional counterpart in a different species. Even orthologus (see t.e!ow) can differ
functionally in various orsanisms. It should also be
emphasized that generally only the molecular functions of a protein can be t r a n s f e d by analogy
(Figure 1); it is rather
rare
that particular
a
sequence motif strongly correlates with cellular
functions as in the case of the DEATH-domain,
which is mainly containd in apoptclse signalling
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Figure 1. Characterization of protein tunction. Whereas nucleic acids
fulfilthe tasks of storage, transfer
and processing of genetic information contained in the genome of
?rlYhrlrrJ~n!
living organisms, the proteins (gene
Droducts) form a comDiex (single~"
I
br
multi-) cellular machinery for
\the realization of this genetic program (resulting in the phenotype)
in dependency and in response to
changing environment conditions.
Therefore, protein function requires
also a multilevel, hierarchical
description comparable with the
notions of primary, secondary, tertiary, and quatemav protein s h c ture. Here,we propose a possible
framework for h c t i 0 ~ 1characterization and, foreach hierarchical
level,bothfunctional features and
attributes are described. It should
be noted that, formost proteins, a
quantitative functional characterization is still a matter of the future
and, today, a qualitative description of function for at least some
hierarchical levels
can
be considered an achievement for many
proteins. (1) Each protein has molecular (elementawl functions;ex. it
can have s p e d ; .binding &"for
substrates, low-moleculareffectors,
nucleic acids or other proteins.
Given the set of allowed allosteric
confonnational changes, of possible
interactions with other molecules,
and of kinetic properties, etc., the
protein can, for example, catalpse a
metabolic reaction, it may transmit
a signal to other proteins or DNA
or be able to fit into cytoskeletal
macromolecular associates. Structural properties of a protein are
attributes for the execution of
function, therefore, 3D structural
information
greatly
facilitates
understanding of function. Also, possible posttranslational modifications such as glycosyiation, propeptide cleavage,
or protein splicing are an important preposition for a protein to fulfil its molecular function. (2) A set of many COoperating proteins is responsible for a physiological (cellular) function (metabolic pathway, signal transduction cascade, structural assodate etc.). The cellular function of a protein is always context-dependent and is characterized by
taxon, organ, h e , etc. Subcellular localization is an essential attribute for this level. For proper functioning, the protein has to be translocated to the correct intra- or extracellular compartments in a soluble form or to be attached to a
membrane. All types of regulation of protein activity are another attribute. For example, the amount of protein molecules is oftencontrolled o h gene expression which might be limited to certain types of cells or tissues or to specific
periods in the cell cycle or the individual ontogenese (expression pattern). (3) Finally, the totality of the physiological
subsystems and their interplay with various environmental stimuli determines phenotype properties (phenotypic
function), the morphology and physiology of the organism and its behaviour. Some phenotype properties may be
traced to the activity of a single gene but most are determined by the cooperative action of many gene products. The
absence of activity of a specific gene can result in phenotypic dysfunction. The knowledge of whole genome will
a new era in the invstigation of properties determined by many genes since the total set of genes influencing
the phenotype is known.
1

proteins.Sometimes only theexpressionpattern
and the tissue context determine the final functionality (for example, high sequence identity and even
gene sharing betweenmetabolicmedium-chain
d&ydrogenases
lens
eye
and
crystallins;

Piatigorsky & Wistow, 1991; Persson et a]., 1994;
Serry et nl., 1996). Proteins (or more precisely, their
domains) as structural and functional modules are
multiply adapted by evolutionaryprocessesand
re-used in a different context. Thus, higher order
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Figure 2. Function prediction scheme: zooming in and out. Whether gene, contig or senome: current methods concentrate on gene prediction and the annotation of individual genes that are then put into context. Due to our limited
understanding ot the genome, this is only possible by accessing complementary experimental hiomation generated
among others by proteomics research. Nevertheless, exploitation o f genome inionnation provide additional hints.
This review follows the individual steps.

functions should be analysed in the biological context of the organism considered. Unfortunately, the
functional knowledge of proteins refected in their
annotation (Figure 1) is frequently incomplete,
sometimeserroneous or inconsistent, and often
only cellular or e\'enphenotypic
functions are
listed. For example, the human glia maturation factor (Pl7774) is described as growth factor (by definition
extracellular!)
but an in-depth sequence
analysis revealedADP-domainscharacteristic
for
cytoskeletal proteins (intracellular!).

Sequence and annotation quality in
molecular databases

Function transfer by analogy requires knowledge
about the quality of sequence data .md functional
annotation. Concernshavebeen
raised about an
accumulation (Bork &z Bairoch, 1936) and even an
explosion (Bhatia ~t d , 199i) of errors in sequence
databases.
In genomeprojects,
huo to tenfoldsequence
coverage is usually sampled. Thisis
critical as
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automated rau- data acquisition (single read) is less
than 99% accurate evenrchenusingoptimized
sequencers and sottware (E\\.ing cf a/., 1998). Most
of the ESTs (expressed sequence tags, i.e. single or
sometimes double gel reads from cDNA) stored in
current databases h a w muchlower quality and
require special caution as the!- are often also contaminated b! clonins vectors orDNA
of other
sources including non-coding regions. More
reasonable accuracy (at least over 99.85%)in all
regionscanbeachieved
only by systematic multiple coverage (Richterich. 1998). Nevertheless this
will leave about one error per gene (mostly frameshifts) leading to considerable deviations at the
protein level. Enless the accuracv is above 99.99%)
(the majority of the reading frames are sequenced
without any error), a considerable error rate should
be considered in the analysis.
Processing of raw genomic DNA includes identification of oenes, their exon/intron structure, and
the ” i n silicob” translation into protein sequences by
automatic methods. Given the limited accuracy of
eukaryotic gene prediction methods (Burset &
Guigo, 1996; Guigo, 1997, see below) and the
impact of organelle- and species-specific translation
tables, of p r e (RNA editing and splicing) and
post- (propeptide cleavage and protein splicing,
side-chain modifications) translational changes, the
sequence quality of a given genomicseoment is
expected to be lower in protein databases than. at
the DNA level.
The value of ?sequences stored in databases is
greatly increased‘. by their functional annotation.
However, automatic as well as manual annotations
have all kmds of inaccuracies ranging from orthographic errors, simple spelling ambiguities, and
incompleteness to semantic
mistakes
(Bork &
Bairoch,1996; Eisenhaber Br Bork,1998; Smith &
Zhang, 1997). Function assi,ments obtained as a
result of automatic homology searches are often
not labelled as such and m o t easily be d
i
s
h
guishedfrom
true experimental data (Bork &
Bairoch,1996; Andrade 67 Sander, 1997). Furthermore, there is a gap between the current database
annotation and the knowledgeembodied inthe
saentific literature (Bork & Koonin, 1998).
Creating, updating,and
correcting functional
annotation is a costly effort absorbing a considerable amount of manpower. At the moment, there
is no real alternative to manual input from experts.
In the future, text analysis systems might support
this process by automatically extracting abstracts
of relatedarticIes from literature databases and
selecting relevant keywords and text units for proef al., 1991; Guigo & Smith,
tein families (G~~igo
1993; Andrade 8r Valencia, 1997).
For analyses of genotype-phenotype relationships, the retrieval of complete sets of proteins
from sequence databases with respect to their functionisnecessar)r.Thiscanefficiently
be achieved
only by categorized protein function descriptions
(Riley, 1998) for cellular (subcellular localization,
involvement in metabolicpathways, signal trans-
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duction cascades, etc.) andphenotypic functions.
However, functions are currently annotated in the
form of plain text incorporating a large variety of
vocabulary for the in-depth description of particular phenomena. Thus, they are not easily retrievable with keyvord search enginessuch
as SRS
(Etzold et ol., 1996).
Computer-readable hierarchical systems of function description as envisioned in Figure 1 might be
helpful, but controlled vocabularies such as in FLYBASE (ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/edgp/misc/
ashbumer/fly-function-tree), the . keywords in
SWISSPROT (expasy.hcuge.ch/sprot/), and, for
catalytic functions, the system of Overbeek et al.
(1997) putenormous
pressure on the database
curators. Such
classifications
also
have
to be
adaptedandupdated
frequentlyinaccordance
with the increasing understanding of the biological
relationships.
Rule-based automatic algorithms that parse written annotations for defined questions mightbe a
solution since a much smaller effort(compared
withdatabase reformatting) is required for their
updates. For the deduction of cellular localization,
a system of about 1000 biological rules was able to
classlfy 88%of entries of SWISS-PROT (currently
seen as one of the best annotated general protein
sequence databases; Bairoch & Apweiler,1998)
into subcellular localization categories. This is considerableprogress given that only 22% of the
entries can be retrieved using querying stems of
keywords
such
as “extracell”
or
“membrane”
(Eisenhaber & Bork, 1998).
Annotating genomes

Function prediction usually starts with already
assembled genomic or cDNA data: at best a complete genome (Figure 2). Several features intrinsic
to DNAcan be recooonized first, before identification of genes and pathways, although detection
of the latter enhances also the annotation of noncoding features in genomes.
Nucleotide frequencies

Nucleotide frequencies are one of the oldest features of genomes that have been studied, even
before
sequencing
was available
(Chargaff
&
Davidson,1955).Biasesin
nucleotide frequencies
exist both within and between genomes, they have
various uses in geneand function prediction. In
warm blooded vertebrates andangiosperms,for
example, thegenome is divided in regions, so
called isochores, that differ in G+C content. bochores with a high G+C content are relatively rich
in genes (Saccone et nl., 1996). Biases in G+C content can hence be used to find genes. A number of
bacterial species show biases in the nucleotide frequencies of the leading andlagging
strands in
replication (Mrazek & Karlin, 1996; Freeman ct nl.,
1998); these biases can be correlated with a bias in
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longer and relatively strong signals. Weaker motifs
can be identified using statistical approaches without prior alignment of sequences (cf. Staden, 1989;
Hertz et nl., 1990; Wolfertstetter et nl., 1396).
Reliable statistics require, however, many orthologous sequences. The comparison based on orthologous regions in complete genomes, from different
Gram-negati5.ebacteria for instance, otters a new
way to identify regulatory motifs without a preconception of the regulatory motifs revealed. In due
course this and other approaches (see above) will
improve quantitative predictions onexpression and
regulation in complete genomes and should also
yield probabilities for tissue distribution of
expression p a t terns and regula tory factors.

operon and surrounding genes
eight Bacteria and two ~a
Tne organisation of the str operon
in Archaeoglobra jdgidus is
tially the same as in M. j u n n e ,
while the structure of the sb
operon in Mycoplama pneurnonipe is
the Same as that in M. genitalium
The arrows indicate the direction of
transcription, the numbers unde
the arrows the lengths of the intergenic regions. G a s in green
orthologou~ to the genes in &e
same location in E. coii. Gene in
light-red are shared at that location
between two or more genomes
other than E. coli. Gene names may
vary in the official genome annobtions, but were kept constant in
this Figure for clarity purposes.
Operon structure is generally not
well conserved in prokaryotic evoiution. The c o m a t i o n of two
genes besides each .other in all the
prokaryotic genomes that have
been sequenced thus far
can
be
regarded as an exception. Note that
the conservation bf the str operon
does not follow the standard phylogenetic pattern: Le. theoperon
structure in E. coli is more similar
to that in the Archaca than .it is to
the operon structure in the doser
related bacteria B. btirgdorfen' and
A. ~edicus.In E. coli expression of
the ;tr operon is replated by an
RNX secondary smucturelocated
between the rpsL and 'psG genes
(Saito & Nomura, 1994). A similar
structure is present in H. influmzae,
but is absent h m the other
spedes. Hence, regulatory elements
appear even less conserved than
gene order.

Gene prediction
The prediction of protein coding genes from
DNA sequences can become a major bottleneck in
genomics as currently there is quite a lot of information loss when genes cannot be identified correctly. In eukaryotes the situation is particularly
complicated, due to the generally lo\\. coding density (probably as low as 2"o in human) and the presence of introns surrounding the relatively short
coding regions. Various different, but weak signals
have to be combined such as promotors, splice
sites, translational start and stop sites;different
knowledge-based methods complemented by homology searches are app6ed to utilize them (Guigo,

-

..
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1997). However, an analysis of the accuracy of all
available packages for the prediction of coding
sequences for a region of human DNA showed
a low accuracy for the prediction of coding
sequences and specificat1)- the prediction of intron/
exon boundaries (Burset 6: Guigo, 1996; Gelfand
ef ai., 1996; Guigo, 199;: Lukashin 6r Borodovsky,
1998).
In Archaea and Bacteria the situation is, relative
to most eukavotes, less complicated due to the
almost complete absence oi introns. In predicting
protein coding regions, several methods make use
of the information in the complete genome
(Borodovsky et nl., 1994; Fraser et al., 1998). Such
bootstrappingmethods
use the6enesthat
can
easily be predicted, e.g. on the bass of the length
of openreading
frames and/or similarities to
genes from other species to establish (i) taxonspecific patternsin codon usage, hexanucleotide
frequencies and local complexity (information content), and (5)taxon-specific signal sequences like
poly(A) signals, regulatory sequences such as ribosome-binding se,gments (She-Delgamo segments)
and promoters and stark codons, etc.These patterns are
currently
implemented
into Hidden
Markov Models ( I - b M s ) to predict the othergenes
in a genome. A method that relies on no n priori
information to divide the genome into coding and
non-coding regions has been shown to be successful (Audic & Claverie, 1998). These gene findjng
approaches shouldbe complemented byanother
round of homdlogy searches to find shorter or frafollow thecodon
meshifted gen$ thatdonot
w g e of the organism.
Annotating individual proteins

Although homology searches are often already
integrated intothe
gene predictionprocedures,
they are fuuy exploited only at the protein level
with its higher sensitivity. Database searches are a
standardtechnique for annotatingproteins,but
should be used in context withothermethods
(3ork & Koonin, 1998).
Domain analysis
~

Duetothe
modularity of manyproteins, i.e.
their multidomain architecture, the first step in

functional annotation should be a scan for known
domains in a query protein. Several databases exist
that comprise patterns or profiles, i.e. fingerprints
of already classified domains, and are well-suited
for this first scan. Although somewhat redundant,
they each have their individual strengths.PROSITJZ
-&@aim&et nl., 1997) is one of the oldest and probC ably most widely used. It is well-annotated and
?-Covers more than 1000 different domains. .With the
inclusion of PROFTLESCAN there is now also
access to more than 250 domains that cannot easily
be described with the classical PROSITE consensus
.,. Sking. A drawback,perhaps,isthat
the profiles
f ~.&are not yet fully integrated and most of them are
1
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not
exhausti\rely
annotated (which is a huge
amount of work). BLOCKS (Henikoff ct nl., 1998) is
derived from PROSITE and offers ungapped alignments that are, in turn, used for a pattern matching
approach which is more sensitive than the consensus string matching method of the original PROSITE database.
PRINTS describes a protein domain with a set of
several motifs separated along the
sequence
(Attwood et a]., 1998). Version 17.0 is extensively
annotatedandcomprisesabout
800 fingerprints
with in total about 4500 motifs.
PFAM contains a collection of accessible multiple
alignments that are translated into 'hidden Markov
models; version 2.1 is a largecollectioncovering
527 families that match at leastonce47%
of all
SWISS-PROT entries inrelease 34 (Sonnhammer
et al., 1998);it more sensitive thanthe classical
PROSITEorPRINTS,
has poorer annotation, but
has many entries crosslinked to other domain databases. SMART concentrates only on mobile
domains and hence is not exhaustive, but has a
high sensitivity and selectivity, takes
care
of
domainbordersand provides additionalannotation features (Schultz et nl., 1998). Each of the databases offers search software on the web and there
are efforts under way to overcome the difficulties
of different formats and annotationstyles.
Intrinsic feature analysis

Current database search techniques are all hampered by compositionally biased (low complexity)
repons with a reducedresiduealphabet.
This
includes (1)transmembrane regions: accumulations
of ten hydrophobic residues in se,pents of length
20 of non-homologous transmembrane proteins are
treated as homologous, (2) coiled coil se,pents
(widespread heptarepeats with patterns of hydrophobic and polar residues) that pollute
database
search outputswith high scoring similarities +o
analogous (but probably not homologous) coiled
coil regions in other proteins, (3) small repeats that
lead to a bias in amino add composition and (4)
other regions with biases towards' one or several
amino adds such as proherich or glutamine-rich
regions.
Methods exist for the identification of all those
features. Most of these use many sequence with
the feature as training sets and identify the feature
knowledge based. A general method for finding
low
complexity
regions,
SEG (Wootton &
Federhen, 1996) is already integrated into BLAST
(Altschul et nl., 1997) in the form of a filter. Special
types of composition bias can, of course, be p r e
dicted better by specialised methods such as coiled
coil predictors (for a review see Lupas, 19971,
transmembrane helix recognition (e.g. TOPPREDZ,
von Heijne, 1992) or even for subclasses of those
such as signal sequences (e.g.SIGNALP,Nielsen
ef al., 1997). For transmembrane regions, a variety
of methods exists with widely varying outputs. It
is worrying that when using different methods for
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yenome analysis the resultsvary greatly, e.g. the
fiaction of transmembrane proteins in Mycoplasnm
ymitnlirm was predicted to be 18% (Fischer &
Eisenberg,1997), 24% (Koonin et nl., 1997), 30%
( A r k i n et nl., 1997) and 36% (Frishman & Mewes,
2997).
To avoid spurious hits and thus erroneous transferof functional mformation, such regions can be
filtered out, for example using the SEQ option in
BLAST (Atschul et nl., 1997; replaced by “neutral”
Xes for “any aminoacid”). Onehas tobear in
mindthough that also such residues can contain
useful functional and structural information and
need to be annotated.
Another functional feature, especially in eukaryotic proteins, is the presence of posttranslational
modifications. The EXPASY server provides useful
s o h a r e tools to detect and describe these
(rvww.expasy.ch/www/tools.html).
Homology analysis
A classical database analysis should only be’performed after identification and masking of
domains and
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specific phenotypes, as can be shown in the comparison of thepathogenic H. i$~cerrzae withthe
closely related but relatively benign E. coli. A large
fraction (70%) of the genes in H. i$lmzzae for
which there are no homologues in E. coli and for
which some functional annotation is possible can
indeed be considered host interaction factors
(Huy-ten et d l . , 1997). Also
in
the pathogen
H. pylori the fraction of genes that is not shared
with E. coli is relatively enriched in host interaction
factors (Figure 3). Taking differential genome analysis one step hurther one can show how gene content correlats with phenotype in multiple genome
comparisons ( € € u p e net al., 1998a). Although the
correlations between gene content and phenotype
cannot be used to predict the function of specific
genes, they can serve as a filter to select genes that
are probably responsible for specific functions. Or,
in other words, to search for "genes for a function"
rather than to search for "functions for a gene".
Incorporating proteomics data
Proteomics focuses on the protein products of
the genome and their interactions rather than on
DNA sequences (Humphery-Smith & Blackstock,
1997). Itis thus complementary to the genomic and
nucleic add information (Kahn, 1995) exploiting
novel tools such as 2D large scale analysis (Vietor
& Huber, 1997) and powerful mass-spectrometry
applications (Yates, 1998).
Protein identificationand gene expression

Protein reading framesand expression behaviour
in particular are not easy to predict from the genome sequence and profit from incorporation of
additional experimental data (Fiopre 2, left). Coexpression as well as tissue and organ-specific
expression patterns at genomicscale areintensively studied (Hieter & Bo,wki, 1997; Zhanget d.,
1997) and recent techniques collect data on a genomic level.
Expressed sequence tag (EST) databasesare
avzilable w+ich contain information on gene
expression that should correlate with the amount
of redundancy, and on the tissue distribution of
mRNA which can yield complex expression pattern~( B o p k i et ai., 1994; Zweiger & Scott, 1997).
However, retrieval of this information is hampered
by the high sequence error rate, by different spliCing variants and by the often missing 5' region
necessaT
to
determine
the
exact
CDS
start.
. Another caveat is that the EST approach has diffi?. culties measuring genes withlow expression.
'y
Serial analysis of geneexpression (SAGE,
.:'
Velculescu et nl., 1995) is a more rapid method to
obtain partialsequence informationfrom avery
large set of expressed genes, e.g. differences in
gene expression profiles in normal and cancer cells
are identified by hundreds of differentially
. expressed transcripts, many of them growth factors
(Zhang et d., 1997). DNA chip-based gene-:

1

.+

expression screening procedures are currently the
fastest approach. Polymorphismwith single base
resolution is detected within minutes in the entire
human mitochondrial genome(16.6-kilobases) by
applying 135,000 probes simultaneously (array
generated by light-directed chemical synthesis) and
a two-colour fluorescentlabellingscheme(Chee
et a!., 1996).Systematic PCR of the entire yeast
genome allows fluorescent readout of mRNA
levels in different yeast environmental conditions
such as chan,@ng glucose concentrations (DeRisi
ef aZ., 1997; http://cmgm.stanford.edu/pbrown/
explore). The correlation between mRNA and protein expression level is, however, debatable.
Anderson & Seilhamer (1997) give a correlation
coefficient 0.48 for expression levels in human liver
mezsured either by two-dimensional electrophoresis (proteinabundances) or by transcript image
methodology (mRNA abundance measured .by
cDNA sequencing and cDNA clone count).
Direct determination of the major expressed proteins may thus be an independent and attractive
alternative. The huge amount of work involved in
this can today be substantially reduced by applying 2D gels and mass spectrometry and comparing
experimental data to the annotated and predicted
genome sequence. Link et al. (1997) identify the
major part of the proteins and protein complexes
from H.infuenzae (300 out of 400 spots) after liquid
chromatography (LC) and separation of the protein
cleavage products of each 2Dgel spot in a first
mass spectrograph (MS) and further analysis in a
second (LC/MS/MS approach). Several proteins
not annotated in the genome sequence were identified by this approach.

Posttranslational modifications
After translation many proteins are further processed. This includes chemical
modification
of
amino acids. Over 200 amino acidrnodificatiofi
types are classified (Knshna & Wold, 1997, many
moreare expected(Annan & Cam, 1997). Such
modifications are not apparent from the genome
sequence, however, they are often 'critical for protein function. Two-dimensional geI electrophoresis
coupled to mass spectromeq and modem software allows not only peptide mass fingerprinting
for low quantities (Kiister & M~M,1998) but also
specific detection of amino acid modifications on a
large scale (Dongre et al., 1997). For this, a database
has to cover many of the reading frames likely to
be encountered in the protein mixture analysed by
the
mass
spectrometer. The EXPASY server
{www.expasy.ch/www/tools.html) comprehensively Links 2D gel experiments (e.g. separation
from pH 4.0 to above 8.0 in thefirst dimension
and from M,8-200 kDa in the second) to computer
analysis tools. Nevertheless, determination of e.g.
sugar modifications both by experiment and by
software (e.g. EXPASY suite above) haslimited
accuracy, even including the kind of carbohydrate
attached.
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Figure 5. Protein interactiO=
Shown are ABC transporterpm
teins in the membrane of Gram
negative bacteria.Encoding genep
are found as conserved gene d~
ters in the same sequential order
the complete genome sequences of
E. coli, H. i$~rm=ne and H.pylae
They areanexample
of protein
interactions predicted by triple
comparison of complete genome
and additional confirmation by
standardmethods
(see the text).
A number of otherproteininteractions can also be suggested by
comparativeanalysis of compIek

genomes.

Predicting function in higher order processes
Having predicted or determined functions for as
many genes as possible and having assigned their
interactions as well as their expression Ievels, it is a
challenging task to put all the information into the
context of cellular processes (Fi,ve 1).A variety of
databases and tools are emerging to support this
procedure.
information on

tissue distribution

On the molecular level the processing machinery
for metabolites differs in diverse tissues including
absence of emymes, receptors and structural proteins. On higher Ievels such asorgan function,
clinical impairment, drug metabolism or susceptibilitl; to infections,tissue and phenotypic specific
expression differences are key features of differentiation and help to find substances of therapeutical
value.Datafor
humans areprovided
e.g. by
TIGR (www.tigr.org/tdb/h@/hgi.htmI), by NCBI
(www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/UruGene/index.htmland
www.ncbi.nih.gov/dbEST/index.html),by SANBISouth African
National
Bioinformatics
Institute
(www.sanbi.ac.za/Dbases.html) and bythe MRC
human genetics unit (glengoyne.hgu.mrc.ac.uk).
Such data
should
be
used
critically
as low
expression
transcripts
important for regulation
such as tyrosine kinases may escape detection by
EST sequencing or even Northern blots, and hence
are misrepresented in databases. Techniques are
still
being
improved (e.g. DNA chips (Brown,
1994)) and many data are notyet
on the Web
or are even completely
inaccessible
(e.g. in
companies).
Analysis ofprotein interactions

Prediction and analysis of protein interaction
uses both experimental (e.$. antibody precipitation,
Maniatis tzt nl., 1989) ,1nd theoretical approaches.
Two hybrid screeningsystems(Tsukamoto
rt nl.,

1997) allow large scale screening, e.g. for 20 residue peptide sequences that correctly recognize (so
called"aptamea")
and inhibit cyclindependent
kinase 2 (Colas et al., 1997). Automation (with a
considerable error rate though) and m a t k g the
data gathered with context and information such
as common pathways is possible (Brent & Finley,
1997). Logicalconnections of protein interactions
(e.g. with ras protein) can be revealed by a careful
choice of reporter plasmids (Xu et $., 1997).
A new way to identify protein interactions, comparative analysisbetween genomes, has revealed
tha.t the conservation of gene order between genomes with less than 50% protein identity is limited
to those genes that code for proteins that physicallyinteractwith
each other(Dandekar et nl.,
1998b). Protein candidates for physical interaction
that are identified by the conservation of their gene
order can further be anaiysed by the methods mentionedabove. An example are the XBC transporters whichwereexperimentally
shown to consist
of physically interacting proteins (E? el ni., 1996)
and are found in consened gene dusters in different genomes (Figure 5). The conservation of gene
order can of course be used for the prediction of
functional features of hypothetical proteins (interaction with a neighbour and. if this one is characterized, even participation in a pathl\.a>;).
Reconstruction of pathways

The
prediction
of reactions and
pathways
(example:Figure 6 ) of the respective organisms
integrates all the data above (including errors at
different levels!) into itsphenotypic context and
yields a more complete picture ui the biochemical
and adaptive capabiiities ot the sequenced organism (Overberk rt t7/., 1996). llispredictions, wrong
annotations and higher level errors
(substrate
specificityetc.)haveto
be minimized by context
information and additional experimental data. Problemsspecific to pathway Fredictions arise, such
as non-orthologous displacements (enzymatic
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Figure 6. Prediction of metabolic pathways and pathway ali,ment. The glycolytic pathway (centre) and altemative other routes (sides) predicted from the genome and observed in several microorganisms are shown and compared (pathway ali,onment)to illustrate the often underestimated variability of metabolic pathways. Key enzymes
discussed are shown in bold. In the glycolytic pathway (centre) two molecules of triose are derived from one hexose
(as dihydroxyacetone phosphate can also be converted into glyceraldehyde3-phosphate),the energyyield is two
mole ATP per mole glucose. Genome analysis shows that the complete glycolytic pathway is present in E. coli, as it
is, incidentally, in mo5t eukaryotic organisms and cells including all human cells. In contrast, in H. p!ylori , a causative
agent for stomach ulcer and chronic ulcerative gastritis, phosphofructokinase in the upper part of the $lycolytic pathway and the important enzyme pyruvate kinase in the lower part seem to be missing. Thus a different route has to
be taken in H. pIeri. According to our analysis (right bottom), a homologue of phosphoenol-pyruvate (PEP) synthetase is present, ~ \ i c ma!.
h
support the missing step of the pyruvate kinase albeit at a reduced energy yield. The
taking over of the role of pyruvate kinase by phophoenol-pyruvate (PEP)synthetase could be an adaptation to the
highly acidic en\.ironment of the stomach in which H.pylori has to survive. More, and also more complex phenotypic
features of H. pylori can be understood in this way by a pathway analysis utilizing differential genome comparisons
(Huynen rf nl., 199Sa). What about alternatives for the first part of glycolysis? This is illustrated in Figure 6 for M!/cop h n a specis which are non-glycolytics: Phosphofructokinase is missing (as probably is the case in H. p / h r i where
only some homologue to pfkB from E. coli is present but is likely to be utilized differently) and also aldolase is
absent, for instance in M y c o p h m I~ominis.These species seem to channel instead glucose by the pentosephosphate
cyde (PoIlack rf nI., 1997),which also yields glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate plus ribose and NADPH for nucleotide synthesis and is thus less dispensable than parts of glycolysis in these very compact genomes (Hinmelrcich r l 01.. 1997).
Our own investigations indicate that this should only be stochiometrically possible if there are additional enzymc.5 i n
the genome or additional functions of known enzymes which serve to replenish the pool oi sugar ph~sphatcsi n thc
pentose phosphate pathway. There are several further alternatives for converting glucose to pyruvate. The Enhwrhudoroff pathway (bottom left), isused instead of glycolysis in some bacteria (Danson 6: Hough, 7992). Furthermore, genome analysis by us and others shows that this route is present as a backup pathway for instance in all
Gram-negative genomes analysed to date. The ATP yield is only one mole per mole glucose. Probably it survived as
an exclusive pathway in sonw genomes due to its simplicity and direct yield of NADPH.Top left s l x w s the nnnphospImryIated Enmer-Dt~udoroff-patll~~a~~.
This is an example of paleo-metabolism and due to t h r direct con\.er.;ion
of glucosc to gluconic acid n o t yct nptinlized to obtain any net ATP yield per mole glucose (Mclcndcz-Hcvia I? [I!..
1997). I t is prc%en! i n wnlr Arcliaea such as T/rcnrrqh?sJrmncidq~hi/~rrrr
(Fields, 1987).
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activitiesmay then be overlooked in homology
searches; Koonin et al., 1996).
Databases increasingly faditate the prediction of
metabolic pathways, notably EcoCyc(Encyclopedia of E. coii Genes and Metabolism), HinCyc:
CEncyclopedia of H.infzumzae Genes and Metabolism), PUMA (see below), Biocatalysis/Biodegradation
Databases, . Enzyme
Database
(e.g. www.expasy.ch/sprot/enzyme.html), Ligand
Databases (e.g- at the Japanesegenome net, its
compound w t i o n is a collection of metabolic
compoundsincludingsubstrates,products,
and
inhibitors; www.genome.ad.jp/dbget/ligand.html),
Klotho, the biochemical compoundsdeclarative
database; E G G (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes page) and pathwaypages on the
Web such as the Boehringer Mannheirn pathways
chart, NetBiochem WelcomePage or pages on particular organisms such as for soybean metabolism
(cgsc.biology.yale.edu/metab. html). Experimentallyverified pathwaydatabaseshavebeen
collected forregulatory circuits such as cell cycle in
yeast, human and budding yeast (BRlTE project,
www.genomes.ad.jp/brite/Cellcyclemaps.hhnl), as
cross-references (object oriented database management system ACEDB) between protein kinases,
their interactions, 3D structure and pathways by
Igarashi & Kaminuma (1997) and for fly genes
involved in pattern formation (Jacq et al., 1997).
Several software tools reconstruct metabolic
pathways,usually in assodationwithdatabases
(see above).Earlyefforts(Seressiotis
& Bailey,
1988; Mavrovouniotis et al., 1990) required extensive pre-analysis of the genome, and the proteins
encoded therein. More recent developments
include Magpie (Multipurpose Automated Genome
Project Investigation Environment), an automated
genome analysis tool (Gaasteriand & Sensen, 1996)
thataccesses several databases through an object
and attribute viewer. Reaction equations, and compounds are taken from the Enzyme and Metabolic
Pathway Database (Sekov et nl., 1996) and have
been assigned via homology to proteins from several organisms. The precomputed reconstruction
can be accessed oin theWeb. The WIT (What Is
There) system (Overbeek et al., 1997) is similar in
concept, but offers a wide range of query options.
It is a usehl toolkit (http://www.une.msu.edu/
WIT) to briefly check for pathways that might be
present in the genome of interest. Also with the
KEGG database pathway computationsare possible, for instance testing the completeness of an
enzyme Lit (e.g. from a genome sequencing project) with regaTd to a certain pathway (Ogata rf nf.,
'

1998).

Nevertheless, current reconstruction of metabolic
pathways from sequence is mostly done manually
using various tools that guide the decisions with
considera tion of xcumulated biochemical and biological knowledge. For example the EcoCyc WWW
Server (Karp L I ~a / . , 19%) is used as a reference and
each possible hit there is caretilly checked for
orthology (the \vhole protein function should be

similar, the sequence similarity should not be
restricted only to a functional domain; otheno complete function transfer possible). For the btter an efficient tool is the COGS server (dusters of
orthologous genes;Tatusov et ai., 1997; http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/). ProfiIe alignmen$
ofimportant enzymatic activities such as signatures for pathways are also used andare being
developed in several other laboratories (e.g.
Rawlings & Searls, 1997).
The prediction of interdependencies of genes
and metabolism

Utilizing the tools and approaches above
together with methods for comparative sequence
and genome analysis, a number of specific p r d c tions in recently sequenced prokaryotic orgar&=
have been made that go beyond the analysis provided in the publications on sequenced genomes
for prokaryotes (Selkov et al., 1996,1997; Ta-v
et al., 1996; Koonin et al., 1996; Strauss & Fa'alkow,
1997) and-eukaryotes (OLiver, 1997; Palsson, 1997).
The plasticity and the enzyme variety even of very
basic pathways turns out to be surprisingly high.
Fiopre 6 illustrates this for variants from standard
glycolysis encountered after genome analysis.
Predictions forprotein functions and enzyme
pathways just cover the repertoire of functions present. However, metabolic controi qdysis also considersquantitative
aspects such'a,as flux, flow,
concentrations, stockometric and allosteric effects,
compartimentalization and regulation (see e.g.
Schuster, 1996; Thomas & Fell,
1996;
Bish &
Mavrovouniotis, . 1998 andreferences
therein).
Knowledge of possible metabolite tlows (i.e. different paths and orders ot reactions given a constant
number of enzymes;
"element?
modes",
Schuster & Hdgetag, 1994,1995; Lao et nl., 1996;
Nuiio et al., 1997;Bonarius et nl.. 1997) should
improve the understandingof the context of identified enzymes in the near future. This requires
wellstudied systems. However, exactly these can
be achieved by extensive genome and proteome
analysis.
Comparative analysis of complete genomes provides further tools to study gene interdependence.
For example, genes that depend on each other are
expected to occur together in genomes or to be
absent altogether.By doing large scale comparative
genome analysis such correlations between genes
become apparent and providean extra tool for
finding C O M ~ C ~ ~ O in
~ S metabolism or signalling
cascades. An example are sets of genes shared by
M. gmitalitm and one ot either ,L1. h;?:nasd~ii(set 1)
o r M. Ilrprmorrututru~dri'-:lrn(set 2). but not bythe
other. Set 1 encodes amon$ others, the functionally
related proteins phospheghcose isomerase, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate deh!-drogena* and pyruvate kinase, that are all i n ~ ~ o l ~inr dglycolysis,
whereas set 2 containsthe genes tor DnaK and
Dnaj, parts o f a chaperone patht\-+- (Hupnen &
Bork, 1998).
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Robustness, modularity and interdependence

When considering all the levels discussed there
seems to be a discrepancy between the complex
nature of the networks of genes and their interdependence (e.g. Ti': regulation) on the one hand and
the surprising robustness (e.g horizontal
gene
transfer or gene loss) onthe other.Oneway
in
which such robustness might beachieved
is a
highly modular organisation, the interdependencies
of genes would then be h i t e d to small sets. As yet
we do not havea quantitative understanding ofthe
moduiarity of cellular organisation, including the
genome, and its impiications for the flexibility and
robustness of euolution. One also needs to keep in
mind that the examples of robustness we see are a
selectedset:evolution
does not report negative
results. We have tried to show here the powers of
using idormation contained in entire genomes, i.e.
contextinformation and the interdependencies of
genes within a genome. These d e s affect the function prediction process in various ways.
Limited prediction accuracy at all levels
and interdependence

Although many methods
exist
for
various
aspe&,s of each prediction step, one has to bear in
mind that they are not perfect and have only a limited accuracy. In addition,most of themethods
have (sometimes hidden) parameters that influence
the search r e d ! drastically (just switch in BLAST
the matrix froni,. default BLOSUM62 to PAM250
and watch the changes in the
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